
DISTENSIVE RELAXING ENERGIZING ORIENTAL ESTHETIC DECONTRACTING

Developed by our experts, we introduce the new Wellness Ritual. The synergy of essential oils and an-
ti-inflammatory wraps, combined with deep manual techniques and manipulations ,will bring you in a 
real state of psycho-physical wellness.

An enveloping ritual that releases the scent of salt and lulls you like sea waves. Your body will be deeply 
immersed in a sensation of wellness and hydration, that you will remain on your skin for a long time. 

60 100 220 Enveloped by the perfumes of our land, caressed by energizing and harmonizing manoeuvres, pampered 
by soft and frothy textures, you will feel as if immersed in the “Mediterranean Macchia”.

MEDITERRANEAN 
RITUAL

60 90 200 An enveloping face and body massage made with precious olive oil and essences from our land. A unique 
experience to share with your loved one.

LEUCOSIA
RITUAL

APPRODO RITUALS

The par excellence ritual of “Approdo Resort Thalasso SPA”, combines deep manual techniques with 
all the benefits of thalassotherapy; the sea water purifies in depth; the aromatic oils restore the skin’s 
moisture and the precious warm salt from the Mediterranean Sea relaxes all your muscles.
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Thai massage is more energetic than other massaging techniques. It is also called “Thai Yoga” because the therapist 
uses his hands, knees, legs and feet to make the treated person assume specific positions: in other words, it is passive 
yoga. Thai massage produces a series of benefits to your body:  increases vascular activity, releases toxins, activates 
and releases energy. Thanks to these characteristics it is suitable for sportsmen and active people, but also for those 
who suffer from anxious states.

Shiatsu works on the body through perpendicular pressures, kept constant and carried by hands, forearms, elbows and 
knees. Pressure is exerted to the meridian system, areas and body points that are at the base of the energetic structure of 
human body. These pressures stress the connective tissue, allowing the body to be fully stretched.
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Deriving directly from the Polynesian tradition, an original treatment with an inviting and inebriating scent 
of tiarè, a characteristic Polynesian flower. The extracts of noni, white bora bora sand and coconut pulp 
make this treatment hydrating, distensive and relaxing.

With Brazil nut, guaranà, orange and chili pepper, it is an ideal pampering treatment for couples. It loosens  
contractures thanks to heat and magnesium, deeply nourishes the tissues and recharges them of vitamins 
and essential substances. Conceived as a distensive treatment or simply as a wellness and relaxation break.

From the peaks of the Top of the world, the secret of the earth’s richness: Pink Salt. The Himalaya BeWell 
Green Ritual takes us to high mountains, surrounded by millenary rocks and mystical silences steeped in 
connection with all the forces that regulate Nature. Designed to purify in depth, both from a physical and 
energetic point of view.

Bringing the mind back to a primordial state of purity, wrapped in a reassuring embrace thanks to its 
primordial aroma and the active principles of its composition. It acts on the areas that manage our most 
reactive emotions, bringing them back to a state of calm and conscious balance. This ritual is also useful 
during maternity, to elasticize and soften the skin.

It is a very ancient massage involving a deep body-mind relaxation technique. According to oriental 
medicine, the human body is run through by vibrations and energy waves that put men in harmony, 
synchrony and symphony with the environment. In the presence of a disturbance, of any kind, the energy 
flowing in our body loses its uniformity, thus creating distorted frequencies and accumulations. This 
massage will act on energy blocks by rebalancing energy flows.
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DISTENSIVE RELAXING ENERGIZING ORIENTAL ESTHETIC DECONTRACTING
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60 95 210 Deep and energetic manual techniques loosen, relax and stretch muscular contractures 
throughout the body.

DECONTRACTURING

60 95 210 Thanks to a special natural mud and specific decontracting and articular manoeuvres, this 
massage eliminates stress and muscular contractures in your back and in your neck, giving a 
relaxing pleasant feeling.

THREE ACTS FOR 
YOUR BACK

40 70 A purifying treatment made with salt crystals and sea water. Followed by a relaxing and 
nourishing olive oil massage.

SALT & SEA SCRUB 
WITH OLIVE OIL 
MASSAGE

45 75 170 A massage that acts on water retention, helping the lymphatic circulation. Slow and gentle 
movements help the elimination of liquids in excess.

DRAINING

60 100 220 A ritual where body and mind reach a complete state of surrender. The energy of the lava 
stones and the essential oils are harmoniously transmitted within the body, relieving the 
muscle tension providing peace and harmony.

STONE MASSAGE

60 90 200 A massage made by intense manual movements for the relief and wellness of the muscles.DISTENSIVE

MASSAGES

MASSAGGI

70 110 A draining, reducing and anti-cellulite treatment. A pack of three reducing algae, combined with the 
application of a giant algae on the main lymphatic stations, helps to get rid of excess toxins and speeds up 
the metabolism. The final massage, made with a specific gel, completes the slimming and draining effect.

SLIMMING AND 
DRAINING THALASSO 
TREATMENT WITH GIANT 
SEAWEED LEAF

70 110 After an accurate analysis, our Beauty Therapists will suggest the most suitable treatment for you. The 
chosen treatment will act on the panniculus adiposus by improving the microcirculation or dynamizing 
cellular activity redesigning and smoothing the skin.

PERSONALISED ANTI-
CELLULITE TREATMENT

Lymphodrainer is a suction cup drainage device for aesthetics. A non-invasive technique, which supports 
the acceleration of the movements of liquids by stimulating the metabolism. Fast-acting and totally safe, 
it works effectively by respecting the natural structure of the epidermis. Drains and counteracts edema, 
stimulates surface microcirculation, promotes the elimination of toxins, evens out the skin tone, tones the 
tissues, stimulates oxygenation.

CUPPING 
TREATMENT
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60 85 Thanks to the innovative ultrasonic spatula, you can remove impurities by stimulating the skin’s pores in depth, without 
any steam. The ultrasound technology extends its effectiveness over the time, by forcing the pore to eliminate all 
the toxins in excess.

60 90 Protocols designed to achieve specific results based on the needs of the person, the aesthetic problems to be solved, 
the structure of the skin and the type of skin it presents.

60 90 As if energized, the skin breathes again. Thanks to spirulina, known as a natural energizer, the skin of the face will be 
detoxified, radiant and the first wrinkles will be visibly smoothed out.

60 90 An intensive anti-aging protocol based on Vitamin C, Cherry, Alpha Hydroxy Acids and Mandelic Acid, completed 
with a Clay Cast and a specific rejuvenating massage. For immediately visible and long-lasting results.

Piroche Cosmétiques employs the effectiveness of advanced technologies applied to its method in professional face and 
body treatments. Its equipment for aesthetic use constitutes a qualitative proposal oriented towards excellence, able to 
support the professionalism of the operator and guarantee excellent results with personalized work programs according 
to the needs of each guest.
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FACIAL CLEANSING

PERSONALIZED 
FACIAL TREATMENT

SPIRULINA FACIAL 
TREATMENT WITH 
BAMBOO MASSAGE

PLUMPING 
ANTI-AGE 
TREATMENT WITH 
CALCOTHERAPY

CUPPING 
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WITH CUPPING 125

WITH CUPPING 130


